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Aligning text in diagrams exported by
Mathematica: A question about the
PostScript infrastructure
Michael P. Barnett
Abstract
I produce many LATEX documents that contain diagrams exported by Mathematica∗ graphics. Usually,
these contain text. Often, this is misaligned horizontally. I think that getting correct alignment needs
an understanding of PDF font encoding. This note
describes the problem in hope of getting feedback.
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Introduction

This note seeks advice from PostScript experts about
certain details of font encoding. I need this information to align built-up text expressions that mix
different fonts, in diagrams that are constructed by
Mathematica graphics. I include these diagrams in
LATEX manuscripts on topics in the natural sciences,
mathematics and the humanities. The text is aligned
by the TMG (text in Mathematica) package that I
wrote. Fig. 1 and nearly 30 similar diagrams are in a
recent paper on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
that I wrote with István Pelczer [1]. The construction
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Figure 1: An NMR pulse sequence diagram.

of these diagrams prompted the work on TMG. The
package contains an encode function that tries to
position the contents of separate Mathematica Text
commands precisely. This is a standard need when a
set of related diagrams consists of varied selections of
modules that contain text. The definitive description
of the Text command in The Mathematica Book [2]
states:
“Text[expr, coords, offset] specifies an offset for the
block of text relative to the coordinates given.”
The description goes on to mention sample offsets
that include “{−1, 0} left-hand end at {x, y}” and
“{0, −1} centered above {x, y}”. The obvious extension is that {−1, −1} puts the lower left corner of
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Figure 2: Bounding boxes — consistent baselines.

treated the vertical coordinate of a piece of text as
the position of its baseline, since the inception of
the field in the late 1950s [4]. Digital fonts were
developed that treated each character as if it were
contained in a rectangle, that had the point size as
its height, with baselines positioned for consistency
between characters in the same font and in different
fonts. This paralleled the design of metal type slugs.
Fig. 3 shows some bad alignment produced by
Mathematica Text commands. These all contain the
offsets {-1,-1}, and the same y value is used in the
Text and Line commands that produced each row.
Line[{{x1 , y1 }, {x2 , y2 }}] draws a line from (x1 , y1 )
to (x2 , y2 ).
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the text at {x, y}. The description in [2] refers to
the “bounding rectangle that surrounds the text”.
The idea of bounding rectangles that surround
text has been inherent in the use of moveable type for
millennia [3] and, more recently, in phototypesetting
[4]. It is associated with the idea of a baseline, defined
as “the line upon which most letters ‘sit’ and below
which descenders extend” [5]. Fig. 2 shows a sequence
of words and isolated characters in serif, sans-serif
and Greek fonts, that were typeset by elementary
LATEX coding. The rectangles that surround the
characters and the baseline were drawn by \rule
commands. Typesetting software has customarily
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Figure 3: Examples of unexpected misalignment.
{Text[Style["a", FontFamily -> "Times-Roman",
FontSize -> 20], {0,600}, {-1, -1}],
Text[Style["a", FontFamily -> "Courier",
FontSize -> 20], {15, 600}, {-1, -1}],
Text[Style["a", FontFamily -> "Symbol",
FontSize -> 20], {30, 600}, {-1, -1}],
Line[{{0, 600}, {80, 600}}],
(* *)
Text[Style["H", FontFamily -> "Courier",
FontSize -> 10], {6, 580}, {-1, -1}],
Text[Style["e", FontFamily -> "Courier",
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encodeString["Courier", 10, 20, 600,
"Henry"],
Line[{{20, 600}, {50, 600}}],
encodeString["Times-Roman", 6, 20, 580,
"Mary"],
encodeString["Times-Roman", 6, 40, 580,
"Elizabeth"],
Line[{{20, 580}, {70, 580}}],
encodeString["Times-Roman", 12, 20, 560,
"Mary"],
encodeString["Times-Roman", 12, 50, 560,
"Elizabeth"],
Line[{{20, 560}, {100, 560}}],
encode[tf["Courier"], ps[6], tab[20],
vtab[540], "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5",
"6", "7", "8", "9"],
Line[{{20, 540}, {60, 540}}]}]

The file refinedTudors.pdf that produced
Fig. 8 was written by the following statements.
tudorTreeEdges =
{Line[{{200, 600},
Line[{{135, 590},
Line[{{135, 590},
Line[{{200, 590},
Line[{{265, 590},
Line[{{200, 570},
Line[{{145, 560},
Line[{{145, 560},
Line[{{200, 560},
Line[{{255, 560},

{200,
{265,
{135,
{200,
{265,
{200,
{255,
{145,
{200,
{255,

encodedTudorNames =
{encodeString[
"Courier", 8, 178.4,
encodeString[
"Courier", 8, 120.6,
encodeString[
"Courier", 8, 186.0,
encodeString[
"Courier", 8, 250.6,
encodeString[
"Courier", 8, 135.4,
encodeString[
"Courier", 8, 178.4,
encodeString[
"Courier", 8, 233.4,

590}}],
590}}],
580}}],
580}}],
580}}],
560}}],
560}}],
550}}],
550}}],
550}}]}

605, "Henry VII"],
575, "Arthur"],
575, "Henry VIII"],
575, "others"],
545, "Mary"],
545, "Elizabeth"],
545, "Edward VI"]}

export[refinedTudors =
{tudorTreeEdges, encodedTudorNames}]

The alignment is imperfect but I believe it can
be improved by fine tuning the offsets. I think that
each letter has a range of offsets that are acceptable
in one context, and a different range in another
context, with very narrow overlap. I have been using
just one or two contexts to determine the offsets for
each letter, and picking an offset within the range of
acceptability in a somewhat arbitrary manner.
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Figure 8: More output of encode expressions.

The present technique supports the alignment
of short expressions with each other, as needed in the
pulse sequence diagram of Fig. 1. That diagram, and
the other diagrams in [1], were produced by ad hoc
coding before I started TMG. Using TMG, I will be
able to extend the options for including explanatory
text in the diagrams, even in its present crude form.
An algorithmic basis for TMG would enable many
other applications of Mathematica graphics in the
kernel mode.
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Supplementary material
Accompanying this article on the TUGboat web site is a
collection of additional material:
1. the TMG software described in this note,
2. an account of how to measure widths and offsets,
3. software that I used to explore Mathematica fonts,
with a detailed explanation.
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